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ABSTRACT

When CGO is photocxcitrd, a self-trapping exciton (STE) is formed. The bond struc-

ture is distorted while the states A\u and A?u are pulled into the energy gap from HOMO

and LUMO respectively. A dynamical scheme is employed to simulate the relaxation of

STE. The evolutions of both bond structure and electronic states show that the relaxation

time for STE is about 100 fs. It is noticed that this relaxation time is much shorter than

that of the charge transfer in Ceo, and the origin for this big difference is discussed.
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Recently the Photoinduced Charge Transfer (PCT) in Ceo complex has attracted a lot

of attentions. The ultrafast PCT phenomena in C6o N. N. climethylaniline (DMA) is firstly

conducted by Sension et al..1 Although the fraction of charge transferred (5) in their exper-

iments is not clear, the ultrafast linear absorption spectrum clearly showed the formation

of the CT state occurred on the scale of picoseconds. Sariciftic et a/.2 extensively studied

PCT in many C'so complexes, such as C6o poly[2-methoxy, 5-(2'-ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-phenylen]

(MEH-PPV) and found the relaxation time of PCT was shorter than Ips.

All hough experimental research on PCT has been performed extensively, theoretical

studies about PCT are limited. Primary theoretical research about the excited states

of fulleronc coiirentrat.es on .the static properties of the excited states. Fagerstrom and

Stafaslrom3 and Suzuki et n/.4 discussed the Jahn-Tcllar (JT) effect in the excited states

of Coo with different schemes, i. e., the former through electron correlation under

Configuration-Interaction (CI) while the latter through the hg modes. By the Rogoliubov-

de Grimes formalism Wang et al.5 studied the lattice relaxation on self-trapped exciton

and biexciton. However none of them concerned the dynamics of the excited states, which

actually is pivotal to understand PCT.

As has lu-en shown in the static studies,6 in the excited state of Cgo, the original bond

structure with symmetry //, is not stable. The bond structure is distorted to form a polaron-

like exriton. actually it is a self-trapping exciton. Such distortion causes two consequences:

1. In the electronic states, the bond distortion mainly affects HOMO and LUMO. Originally

HOMO is o-fold degenerate, and LUMO is 3-fold (see Fig. l(a)). After CBO is photoexcited,

the bond will be distorted and HOMO is split into /llu, E\u and E^u, where E\a and EIU

do not distinctly shift from the original HOMO level, but A\u is lifted up into the gap;

Meanwhile, LUMO is split into A2u and Etu, and only y!2u is pulled down into the gap.

Actually the gap states A\u and AIU are the bound states localized in the equatorial area

of the burkyball. 2. In the bond structure, the symmetry is reduced from //, to D5l/. The

distortion is localized in the equatorial area, and the largest change of bond length is in the

7th layer. (See Fig. 1 (b)). So the dynamical relaxation process from the electron-hole pair



to STE ran be described by two evolutions: 1. The evolution of levels /llu and AIU split

from HOMO and LUMO respectively; 2. The evolution of the changes of the bond lengths.

One can estimate the relaxation time from these two evolutions.

In this paper, as we did before in the case of charge transfer, we employed a dynamical

scheme to study the evolution of excited state in Ceo- A similar method has been successfully

used to study the dynamics in polyacetylene7 and the MX chain8. From our calculation it

is found that the relaxation time for the self trapping of the exciton is about 100 fs and the

typical bond length deviation is 0.02A In a comparison to the relaxation of CT, one may

discover that the relaxation of exciton is about three times quicker than that of CT, and

the bond distortion of STE is twice larger than that of CT.

Ceo. for its uniqueness, is a quasi-two-dimensional (2D) system with JT electrons mainly

on the spherical surface. Band theory calculation9 clearly showed that the interball electron-

hopping is very small, thus the band width is very narrow. Fitting ab initio results, Chen

et o/.'° found that the interball hopping is typically at 0.01 eV, which is much smaller than

the intraball hopping 1.8 eV (see below). Therefore bulk properties of Ceo are well-featured

by the on- ball characters. And the electron hopping between nearest-neighbor (NN) sites

on the ball is of utmost importance, while other hopping processes can be ignored. This

approximation is commonly accepted in Ceo studies and proved very reasonable as it gives

the main traits of Ceo, such as the energy gap and the bond length." Under the above

assumption we can write down the Hamiltonian as,

where (?,+ creates a ir electron at site j with spin a, and If, is the hopping integral between

the nearest neighbor atoms sitting at rj and rj. <y = 10 — a(|r; — r^| — da). The first

summation in (1) is for the electrons while the second one for the elastic energy. These two

summations run over NN sties only. Through fitting two kinds of bond length, namely, 1.43

and 1.39 A and the optical gap, the above parameters are ta = 1.8 eV, a = 3.5 eV/A and

K = 15.0 eV/A2. And da = 1.54A.



Thus I he total energy can be calculated from,

I'-'-W
For the photocxcilcd C,\o the initial condition is that one electron in LUMO and one hole

in HOMO, while all the atoms are at their original positions. With this initial condition

one can solve the combined dynamical equations step by step, liach step should last a very

short interval r so that w i th in this interval the change of the forces can be ignored. For the

detail of the formulation one can refer to Ref. 12. Consequently the positions of all atoms

at anytime ran be calculated and the corresponding electron spectra are obtained.

As before we choose the step interval T = 2.11/5, which is much shorter than the period

r0 of atom vibration typically 10~H s, and the damping A = 10'3/sec, which should be much

smaller than \/T,,. In Fig. 2 (a)-(e) we plot a typical relaxation process of bond distortion at

different times ( = Or,20r,-lOr,60r, 120r, where every small dot represents the bond-length

modification from its original length and the numbers refer to different layers in Ceo (see Ref.

12). At t=0. an electron is in LUMO and a hole in HOMO, and atoms begin to move while

the bond lengths begin to change. At earlier stages (such as t = 20r, Fig. 2(b)) the changes

of the bonds are rather diverse and even the bonds in the same layer may get very different

modificat ions, which is similar to the relaxation process of CT. After about 50 T, the typical

laminar structure appears roughly and the changes of different bonds in the same layer are

getting close to each other (see Fig. 2(d)). That indicates the bond distortion is basically

formed. From this evolutions, one can estimate that the relaxation time TCI is about 100

fs. And at / = 120r, the bond distortion (see Fig. 2(e)) is very close to the equilibrium

configuration of excited CGO (see Fig. l(b)). In a comparison to the relaxation time TCT of

charge transfer, which is estimated as 0.4 ps in our previous work,12 Ttl is much shorter.

iFrom the evolutions of the gap states A\a and A^u, the difference of these relaxation

processes between photoexcitation and charge transfer is more distinctly, the results are

illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the ordinate is the level of the state Alu while the abscissa is

the level of .-I2u. Each dot represents the values of levels A\u and .42u at different time for



instance, the? dot in the northwestern corner represents the levels of Alu and j42u at t=0.

The arrow denotes the time direction, and the time interval between two successive dots is

1 T. The center of the dark area in Fig. 3 is the final positions of the gap states A\u and

A-2u- From Fig. 3(a) one can easily observe that, for the photoexcitation, it only takes about

three circles to reach the dark area, and this evolution also indicates the relaxation time Tel

is about 100 fs. Comparatively for CT (see Fig. 3(b)), it needs to run more than 10 circles

to reach the dark center. This difference shows that Tex is about three times shorter than

TCT- This big difference between STE and CT is not a surprising fact. Actually the same

phenomena have been observed in the polymer.7 In the trans-polyacetylene, there are also

two kinds of relaxations: 1. The charge transfer, i. e., one electron (or hole) is transferred

into the conduction band (or valence band), it interacts with the lattice to form a negative

(or positive) polaron. The relaxation time is about 0.2 ps. 2. Photoexcitation, a pair of

electron and hole decays into a soliton and antisoliton pair, the relaxation time is about 40

fs, which is 5 times quicker than CT. It must have some physical origin. Although a complete

understanding is not available, one plausible reason is that, in the excited state an electron

jumps over the energy gap to one of LUMO states leaving a hole in HOMO, thus both the

electron and the hole exert the forces on the atoms. Under these forces the atoms move

quickly to a new equilibrium configuration. However in the formation of polaron state there

is only one electron added in LUMO, then the force is relatively weaker than the former

case. Therefore the formation for STE is quicker than that of a polaron. This origin can

be used to explain why the distortion of exciton is almost twice larger than that of charge

transfer.

To make our simulation more convincingly, we studied whether the relaxation depends

on the damping. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of AIU level without damping. In comparison

to the case with the damping 1013/s, one can find the feature of the evolution process does

not change. In the beginning Aju level sits at -1.41 eV, after several vibrations, it oscillates

around the new equilibrium position at -1.29 eV with small amplitude.

In order to check the results of the numerical simulation, we employ the multiphonon



theory13 to calculate analytically the relaxation time of the excited states. It is also found

that the H-laxation time for STE is about 100 fs, which is shorter than the relaxation of

the polaron formation. Since the dynamical simulation has distinctively revealed the differ-

ence between photoexcitation and charge transfer, we appeal that the relevant experiments

should be performed to confirm these features. We can propose some plausible experiments.

For the relaxation of excited states one may use the lime resolved femtosecond absorption

.spcctroscopy since the femtosecond laser is widely available. The time resolution should be

around -40-;)() fs. And if the resolution is improved to 10 fs, one may observe quantum beats,

which reflects the atomic vibrations. For the relaxation of the charge transfer, the femtosec-

ond time resolved Raman gain spectroscopy can confirm the relaxation time by observing

the appearance of the typical spectra line of charged CBO-
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FICUHKS

FIG. I. (a) When C,-,0 is photocxcitcd, HOMO and LUMO an; split into /l,u, Klu, £2u and

/-la. -'^u respectively with symmetry Ds^. (b) The changes of the lionil length in difTcrent layers

FIG. '1. 'rime-dependent variations of the bonds. 2(a)-2(e) display changes of bond length at

lime 0 -. '20 r. 10 r, 00 r, 120r respectively. The number refers to the bond layer (See Ref. 12).

!•'!(!.:). Kvolnlions of .-l,u and A-iu. .'l(.i) is for STK and 3(b) for CT.

FIG.-I. Involution of .<llu without damping.
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